Transgenic Organisms Meet Redox Bioimaging: One Step Closer to Physiology.
Redox signaling is a common mechanism in the cellular response toward a variety of stimuli. For analyzing redox-dependent specific alterations in a cell, genetically encoded biosensors were highly instrumental in the past. To advance the knowledge about the importance of this signaling mechanism in vivo, models that are as close as possible to physiology are needed. Recent Advances: The development of transgenic (tg) redox biosensor animal models has enhanced the knowledge of redox signaling under patho(physio)logical conditions. So far, commonly used small animal models, that is, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and Danio rerio, and genetically modified mice were employed for redox biosensor transgenesis. However, especially the available mouse models are still limited. The analysis of redox biosensor responses in vivo at the tissue level, especially for internal organs, is hampered by the detection limit of the available redox biosensors and microscopy techniques. Recent technical developments such as redox histology and the analysis of cell-type-specific biosensor responses need to be further refined and followed up in a systematic manner. The usage of tg animal models in the field of redox signaling has helped to answer open questions. Application of the already established models and consequent development of more defined tg models will enable this research area to define the role of redox signaling in (patho)physiology in further depth. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 29, 603-612.